The LobbyFacts.eu platform provides essential data on lobbying in the European institutions. In case of the Sustainable Biomass Program (SBP) which promotes the certification for sustainable wood chips and pellets for energy and heat production, registrations show that less than 10.000 euro has been spend annually for the last couple of years while just one biomass plant in the UK has spent 10x that amount on lobbying in the EU.

Source: https://lobbyfacts.eu/representative/1c33df6f3ec64b45a8bc848704331170/sustainable-biomass-partnership
LOBBYING COSTS:
50,000€ - 99,999€
Financial year: 1 Jan 2018 - 1 Dec 2018

LOBBYISTS DECLARED: 1.5 FTE (3)

LOBBYISTS WITH EP ACCREDITATION: 0

MEETINGS WITH EUROPEAN COMMISSION: 6

Source: https://lobbyfacts.eu/representative/1084a772ad98423c9b77ffd0dba07ea6/drax-group-plc
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